
      Framework for Library 
Partnerships 



Enable regional TLC public 
and school libraries to share 
resources and responsibility 
for the lifelong enrichment of 
their mutual constituents. 



Assumption: both parties use the same system. 



We’ll use my system. 
Don’t worry, you’ll get 

used to it. 







Synchronization 
How other industries solve this 

problem: 

 

●  P2P electronic health records 
●  Drive/iCloud 
●  Etc. (eBonding, GDSN) 



Governance 
 

Policies to ensure each 
party’s compliance with 

identified privacy and 
fiscal controls. 
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Outcomes 
 
Tools to track the 
success of partnership 
objectives across a 
community member’s 
lifelong engagement. 
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Collaboration 
 
Workflows and tools to 
support the sharing of 
accounts and resources. 
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Borrower Services 

Collaboration 



Borrower Services Use Cases 
●  Single self-registration within the 

partnership network. 
●  Access any partner PAC with the same 

credentials and no re-registration. 
●  See my activity and status across systems 

in either My Account. 
●  Set my communication/notification 

preferences (e.g. text me about my 
overdue titles) one time, for consistent use 
by all partner systems. 

●  Extend “no results” and “none available” 
searches across partner catalogs. 

●  Access to eItems and digital resources 
across partners. 

●  Place holds for delivery to and pickup at 
participating locations. 



Mediated Services Use Cases 
●  Single assisted registration within the 

partnership network. 
●  View combined borrower status when 

enforcing checkout limits, grace periods, 
etc. 

●  Ability to view and resolve blocks, lost 
items, etc. on behalf of partner locations. 



Unmediated Services Use Cases 
●  Link accounts for borrowers who already 

existed in pre-connected systems. 
●  SSO for staff accounts with local 

permissions (e.g. cataloging, reports, 
inventory). 

●  Manage delivery of holds across partner 
systems to the borrower’s preferred pickup 
location. 



Privacy 

Governance 



Privacy Controls 

●  Can identify borrower classifications which will be excluded from 
synchronization to partner library systems 

●  Can opt out of synchronizing title-level circulation history - limits global view 
for borrowers in My Account, but retains collection-level statistics for reporting 

●  Can restrict specific borrower fields from synchronization*: 
○  Address 
○  Phone # 

●  Can limit access for partners to certain collections (e.g., prevent K-12 from 
requesting erotica). 

Privacy settings should derive from agreements in your MoU. 



Security Controls 

●  Connecting two systems requires a two-party “handshake.” 
●  Either party can revoke the sharing arrangement (role-based). 
●  All connections between partner systems use TLS with strong encryption. 



Financial Controls 

Information with financial implications, such as a borrower’s outstanding fines, 
may be shared for informational purposes so that staff can make informed 
decisions according to the MOU, but participating systems will not support any 
transactions resulting in a financial adjustment on behalf of another entity. 

 

 

How finance info will/won’t be used should be addressed in your MoU. 



Outcomes 

KPIs 

Reporting 



Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and Reporting 

Aggregated via data warehouse, not 
individually identifiable. 

●  Public library engagement by 
current students 

●  Public library engagement by 
former students 

●  School collection “vitals” over 
duration of partnership 

●  Collection analysis and 
development at the network level 

●  *Student achievement 
correlation to partner resource 
usage 

●  *Correlating specific collection 
quality to specific areas of 
academic achievement 

●  *Impact on community literacy, 
graduation rates, continuing 
education 

●  *Correlated economic impact 
over time 

* requires correlation with external data sources 



TLC Service Cloud 
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